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Privatization of Urban Transit: 
A Different Perspective 

ALAN BLACK 

Althoug~ urban mas transportation began in the private sector, 
the public ector l1ad taken over most U.S. transit system by 
19~0 . !h~ Reagan admioisrr_ation reversed thi trend by making 
pnva11zat1on of ~rans1t a maJor policy approach. This policy has 
been controversial; 1t has been opposed by many transit o([icials , 
so.me members of Congre s, and especially labor union . T here 
are numerous opportunities for private enterprise to become in
volved in mass Iran it, and the process bas taken place increa . 
ingly in recent years. Privatization ge1s many favorable reviews; 
i.t is . laimed ~lat private firm are more economic efficient, pro· 
ducuve flexible, and innovative in providing transit ervice. The 
emph~i has been. on cost savings because tran it opera ting co ts 
have risen greatly in recent decades. 11here is ample evidence that 
private firm often achieve lower costs. ·n1ere has been liltle 1udy 
of the re.as~n.s for the cost saving . Th existence of unions may 
be the s1gn1f1caat factor rather than whether the enterprise is 
public or private. The limited data avai lable show that nonunion 
private wor~er~ recei~e much less compen ation than public 
workers. U010111zed private workers foll i11 between. The welfare 
of transit worke.rs hould be a malter of public concern. One 
important i: uc i~ whether private firms are exploiting their em
ployees. TlllS topic deserve further tudy because tran it workers 
shou ld not houlder an undue burden for reducing th subsidies 
for transit service. 

Privatization of urban transit was one of the major changes 
in transportation policy initiated during the 1980 . Mo 1 re
ports of expel'iences with privatization have emphasized the 
cost savings achieved when public transit authorities contract 
with private companies to replace services they formerly op
erated themselves. There has been relatively little study of 
the reasons for the economies, but there is growing evidence 
that they arise becau e mo t private firn1 u e nonunion labor 
and offer lower wages and benefits. Privatization i therefore 
examined from the perspective of the impact oo transit 
workers. 

BACKGROUND 

Urban mass transportation iD thi country originated wbolly 
in the private. ector. All of the early means of transit of Lhe 
19th century- the omnibus, the horsecar the cablecar the 
electric streetcar, and the elevated railway- were bui lt , owned 
and operated by private companies. Entrepreneur took the 
risks; some failed but many made large profits. AL first, there 
was intense competition, but over time stronger companies 
bought out weaker ones, and monopolies emerged in many 
cities. 
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Public involvement in urban transit began with the con-
traction of subways , which required huge capital invest· 

ments. T he first ubway in Boston and New York were built 
with public fund , and long-term lease were given to private 
companies tO operate them. The first municipal government 
to operate mass transit ervice was San Franci co , which in 
1912 formed the San FraDcisco Municipal Railway t.o build 
two tunnels and operate treetcar route in the western part 
of the city (1). Soon after, the treet railways in Seattle and 
Detroit became publicly operated . New York built an incle· 
pendent ubway y ·tem that wa publicly owned and ope.rated 
from the tart. Private rran it companies were not popular at 
the time because they had been involved in many scandals 
expo ed by crusading journalists. 

The usual reactioD of government to cases of private cor
ruption was to regulat the private firms more rriclly, rather 
than to take them over. By 1940 only 20 transit system in 
the country (2 percent of the total) were publicly owned (2). 
New York City bought out two private companies lhat year 
and made the whole subway system public. A few other larg · 
cities did likewise: Cleveland created a public transit system 
in 1942 hicago in 1946, and Bost n the f llowing year. 

During the 1950 , transit ridership fell precipitously, and 
many privale companie · began to lose money. When they 
rai ed fares, patronage declined furtJ1er leading to another 
fare hike and a vicious cycle ensued. Eventually many com
panies went out of busines , and hundred of ' mailer citie 
lost all transit service . ln some larger cities where transit wa 
considered e sential private firms were taken over by gov
ernment or given subsiuies to keep them going although often 
at a reduced scale. 

The Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 introduced 
federal grant for capital investment in tran it , and they could 
be used to buy out private companies. All remaining large 
private transil firms, plu many mailer one , went into public 
ownership during the 1960s and 1970s. By 1983, there were 
599 publicly owned systems representing 58 percent f all 
systems in the country. They owned 93 percent of the vehicles ; 
operated 95 percent of tbe vehicle-miles and carried 95 per
cent of the passenger trip (2). 

The Urban Ma Transportation Act included two protec
tions for private enterpri e. Section 3(c) restricted the use of 
federal fund "for th peration of mass transportation fa
cilities or equipment in competition with or supplementary 
to, the scrvic provided by an existing ma transportation 
c mpany." Section 8(e) .required that federally aided tran -
portation plans and program ".hall encourage to the maxi
mum extent feasible the participation of private enterprise. " 
There were some efforts to avoid negative impacts on private 
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taxi companies, but otherwise little was made of these pro
visions. 

In most metrop Ii tao rtrea , all transit ervices were brought 
u.nder one public tran. it aulh riLy . Mo t planners considered 
this desirable , as it permitted comprehen ive planning and 
better c ordination of services. Federnl program. encouraged 
thi : Federal a:id had to go to public bodies excepl f r , ervices 
for elderly and handicapped) , and propo eel change. had to 
fit into a metropolitan transporta tion plan. 

However the transit agencie were monopolie that could 
be indifferent to changing demand and ho ti le to competition. 
For example, the Washington Melropolitan Area Tran it Au
thority refu eel to pr vide service to the new town of Reston , 
Virginia, claiming the rout wou.ld not be cost- ffective . In 
1968, some Reston residents formed a commuter club and 
hired a private company to run express buses to downtown 
Wa hington (3). 

The Reagan administration greatly revamped tran ·p · rta
tion policies. According to Smerk, "Mass transit is often viewed 
by the White House and the U.S. Department of Transp r
tation as a particularly good example of wasteful allocation 
of resources by the public sector" (J ,p.87). The administration 
repeatedly tried to termi nate federal operating . ubsidie for 
transil. .ongres · resisted and the subsidic continued, but at 
lower levels. The budg t f the Urban Mass Tran ·portation 
Administration (UMTA) declined steadily during the L9 0 . 

The admini tration e pou eel a policy of privatizing urban 
tran it even though hi, t ri ally most private firms had left 
the bu iness voluntarily. ln J984, UMTA i sued a policy that 
"charged localities with tJ1e re ponsibility of demon trating 
that they were actively encouraging private firms to particir ate 
in the provi ion of new and re tructured loca l ervices. Unle 'S 
UMTA was satisfied on this score, localities would not be 
able to obtain or retain matching fund . for these ervices" 
(4,p.9). ln 1986 UMTA published gu idelines requiring ap
plicant for transit aid to submit documentation of their pri
vatization effort , including analysis of wheth re i ting public 
ervice could be provided by private operators. 

This policy ha been ppo ed by many tran it officials. some 
member of Congress, and e~p.ecially labor union . Hence , in 
the words of Teal , privatization has 'produced the most in
tense controversy of any federal transit policy initiative of the 
past twenty years" (5 ,p.10). 

LABOR UNIONS 

An account of the role of labor unions in the Iran ·i1 industry 
is appropriate. The industry has been highly rganized since 
early in thi c rHur)r. The largest national union of transit 
workers n w called the Amalgamated Transit Union, was 
formed in 1$92. A econd major union, the Tran. port Work
er Union , was created in 1934 and has jurisdi'ction in ew 
York , Philadelphia, and a few other large cities. Mo:rc than 
95 percent f publi lrnnsit sysl~rns in lhe c untry h, ve 
unions (6). 

In the last 25 years, the unions have obtained substantial 
increases in wages irnd ben fits. Although mm1y locals pref r 
arbitration as the mean f re olving contract disputes, Lrike 
do occur. They cause great disruption in large cities that are 
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transit dependent (as happened in New York City in 1966 
and 1980). Because of Section 13(c) of the Urban Mass Tran -
portation Act (tbe labor protection clause) locals must ign 
off on application for federa l transit aid made by their em
ployers. Allegedly thi clause gives union great p wer in 
bargaining with transit authorities. although thi i a ubject 
of debate. However, there is no doubt that the trength of 
the uni ns i a major rea o.n why operating costs have risen 
sharply. 

Work rule. are important and may be elaborately specified 
in labor contracts . Transit worker· usually receive premium 
payment f r unattractive a ignment . Becaus the demand 
for transit serv.ice is concentrated in two peak periods a day, 
it would be ad antageous for management to put many op
erator, on split hift , with an unpaid break in the middle of 
the day. Workers find this schedule objectionable, so most 
contracts include premium payment· ba ed on tbe spread from 
first reporting to leaving for the day. Typical are th rules at 
the Ma · ·achu elt Bay Transportation Auth rity (MBTA): if 
the spread exceed 10 hours time-and-a-half is paid for the 
11th and 12th hour. , and double time for the 13th hour. A 
spread beyond 13 hours is prohibited. 

Transit workers often have guaranteed minimum pay. In 
many cases, they are guaranteed at lea t 8 h ur ' pay for any 
day in which they must report for work. These guarantees 
originated as a way to dissuade management from u ing part
time workers. In th pa t decade , most public transit agencie 
have seCllred the right to hir part-time workers who do not 
receive the guarantees. However this trend has not produced 
the anti.cipated cost saving for two rea 'On : (a) many c n
tracts limit the number of part-timer. to ome small percent
age of full-time worker , and (b) often management has made 
conce. sions in wages lo get the right to hire part-timers (7). 

Many transit workers routine.ly receive overtime pay, and 
some of them regard it as a prerequi ite or eni rity. The 
difficulty of scheduling transit ervice creates thi · situation. 
Often there are short pieces of work late in the day, and it 
is more economicRI to pay overtime than to put on another 
operator. Thi is one reason why unions arc opposed to part
time worker . 

Most public transit worker r ceive generou fringe benefit · 
of the usual types: health in urance pen. ion , sick leave, 
holiday-, and vacations. The cost of fringe ben fit. can am unt 
to 50 percent of the direct wage bill. Absenteei m has been 
a chronic problem in the inclu try, and sick pay is a major 
expense. Vacation start at a modest level, but workers with 
20 years' experience may be entitled to 5 or 6 weeks off a 
year. 

It is a matter of opinion whether union workers deserve 
these reward . There has been some public reaction against 
them. Tn 1980, the Massachusetts legislature passed the Mm1-
ageme111 Right Ac/ which overrode key provi ·ions of con
tracts between the MBTA and its unions. Am ng other things 
the Jaw prohibited co. t-of-livin adju tment in wag and 
authorized contracting with private firm. and hiring part-time 
employees. 

The justification for work rules is disputed. Schwieterman, 
a proponent of privatization, charged that "the most extreme 
examples of featherbedding, which have long disappeared 
from other sectors of the transportation industry, remain in-
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tact in the U.S. transit industry" (8,p.1). But Barnum, an 
expert on transit labor, stated, "There have been few reports 
of extensive 'featherbedding' in the transit industry, as is al
leged to occur on the railroads. There is little opportunity for 
such practices in bus systems .. .. Little featherbedding has 
been alleged on the rapid rail lines either" (6). 

The unions have strenuously fought privatization. Teal stated, 
"It is a rare transit agency that can engage in service con
tracting without a major struggle with its labor force" (9,p.34). 
Although Section 13(c) protects job rights of existing transit 
workers, it does not cover newly created jobs. If a private 
firm gets a contract from a public agency, it is free to hire 
nonunion workers. The unions may find themselves with a 
shrinking portion of the transit labor force if private com
panies get more and more of the business . 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE 

There are numerous opportunities for private firms in urban 
transit. Actually they never totally left transit; many com
panies have continued to function in the field in various ca
pacities, but they have remained in the background and have 
gotten little notice. The transit authorities have created the 
impression that all mass transit is public, which is not correct. 

In some places, private firms supply all transit service under 
contract to public bodies. There are four private professional 
management firms that specialize in this business; they run 
20 to 25 percent of the publicly owned systems. This includes 
some sizable operations; private companies provide all bus 
service in Honolulu, Phoenix, and Westchester County , New 
York. 

More commonly, transit authorities contract with private 
companies for only part of their service or for certain specific 
functions. Smerk (1) described the following opportunities 
for the private sector: 

1. Use of private firms to perform support activities, such 
as building and vehicle maintenance, vehicle cleaning, print
ing of schedules, advertising, and accounting. 

2. Provision of demand-responsive transit, such as dial-a
ride or shared taxi. According to a national survey conducted 
in 1985, one-third of all demand-responsive services are con
tracted to private firms (10). Often these services are supplied 
by taxi companies, which have the most experience in pro
viding door-to-door service. A majority of special services for 
the elderly and handicapped are run by private firms. Some 
transit agencies have replaced fixed routes that had low rid
ership with demand-responsive service provided by private 
carriers. Examples are routes in low-density areas and evening 
and weekend service. 

3. Long commuter runs from residential areas to the central 
business district. Several private railroads continue to operate 
commuter trains under contract to public agencies, but the 
most common examples are express buses that run only in 
the peak period and peak direction . Private firms offer such 
services in Boston, New York, Chicago , Houston , Los An
geles, and several other cities. Often these routes tap high
or upper-middle-income areas and have high fares. Some of 
these services are subsidized, but some are not; this form of 
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transit can be profitable (11) . Some transit authorities wel
come it because it skims off part of peak-period demand. The 
marginal cost of peak-period service is high because extra 
equipment and personnel are needed for a few hours a day 
and remain idle otherwise. 

4. Joint development at transit stations. This idea is not 
new-it was done in some early subways-but it has received 
attention in recent years as a way of increasing income for 
transit agencies. An example from Atlanta is ReSurgens Plaza, 
a 27-story office building erected over the Lenox rail station. 
Passengers leaving trains walk a few feet to elevators that go 
to any floor of the building. The developer leased air rights 
from 40 ft above ground upward, plus toeholds for the col
umns that support the building. 

5. Contracting out ordinary fixed routes to private opera
tors . This is the notion that has gotten the most publicity 
about privatization. The idea is to solicit bids to operate in
dividual routes. Supposedly private firms competing with each 
other will become more efficient to submit low bids, and the 
public will benefit from the improved efficiency. This ap
proach has been implemented in many places. Perhaps the 
largest test is taking place in Denver; in 1988 the state leg
islature mandated that the Denver Regional Transportation 
District privatize at least 20 percent of its bus service. 

Another scenario occurs in unique situations: A private 
company provides a specialized transit service as an adjunct 
of a larger enterprise . In Fort Worth, the Tandy Corporation 
runs free streetcars between a large parking lot and Tandy 
Center, a downtown shopping mall. For $7 million, the de
veloper of Harbour Island in Tampa Bay built an automated 
people-mover that connects with downtown. After 15 years , 
it will be transferred to the transit authority for $1. Privately 
financed people-movers are also under construction at the 
Las Colinas new town near Dallas and in Las Vegas. In these 
cases, the transit system serves a real estate development from 
which the private firms benefit. Generally, the transit service 
itself is not expected to make money. 

ARGUMENTS FOR PRIVATIZATION 

Proponents of privatization do not claim private enterprise is 
always superior to public operation. In the past, they note, 
many private transit companies suffered from bad or corrupt 
management, and many were monopolies . The real issue is 
monopoly versus competition. As Teal noted, "Monopoly 
organization, particularly when combined with dedicated transit 
subsidies , insulates transit managers from economic or polit
ical pressures to stress cost-effectiveness when making service 
delivery decisions" (9,p.34). 

When transit authorities have dedicated sources of funding, 
as many do , they may have little incentive to cut costs (12) . 
A transit district that levies a sales tax receives the same 
amount of money whether or not it is efficient. It is not feasible 
to pass on cost savings by lowering the tax rate . The tax 
revenues are earmarked for the transit district and cannot be 
used for other public purposes. (However, if the agency has 
a tight budget, it may be highly interested in cost savings.) 

Specific claims for privatization of transit are as follows: 
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1. It lowers the costs of providing transit service. Although 
a private firm under contract makes a profit, it costs are so 
much lower that the transit authority spends less money, 
and the public pays less in taxes . This is the most impor
tant argument because the operating costs of public transit 
systems have soared in recent years, causing many financial 
crises (13). 

2. Private firms are more efficient than public agencies . 
According to former UMT A Administrator Ralph Stanley, 
"We've taken a look at the economics of running a bus system, 
and shown beyond a doubt that it's more efficient to be run 
privately" (14,p.12). It is argued that private firms have better 
management because compensation is more closely related to 
performance and not limited by rigid pay scales. 

3. Private firms have higher productivity than public agen
cies . There are several measures of productivity in transit, 
such as vehicle-miles supplied per worker or passengers car
ried per worker. The recent record of transit has not been 
good. By most measures, productivity has been stagnant or 
has actually declined . Even when there have been increases, 
they have been less than increases in costs (13). 

4. Private firms are more flexible than public agencies. They 
can adapt to changing situations better and more quickly. 
Private companies are less hampered by bureaucratic pro
cedures and more immune to political influence. A private 
boss can fire a worker who is performing badly, but this may 
be difficult in a civil service system. A private manager tries 
to cut out parts of the business that lose money; public officials 
are reluctant to cut services because of the political risk. 

5. Private firms are more innovative, more responsive to 
changes in demand, more willing to take risks. For example, 
in New York City, a multitude of private services has emerged 
spontaneously to fill gaps left by the Transit Authority (15) . 
Private entrepreneurs are motivated by the possibility of large 
profits; public employees do not have this incentive and are 
more concerned with security. They can suffer harsh penalties 
for being wrong, so it is wisest to follow the rules and maintain 
the status quo. 

These arguments are based on the virtues of competition, 
and some people have questioned the extent to which pri
vatization produces competition. Because the public sector 
has long dominated urban transit , there are relatively few 
private firms equipped to supply bus service to the general 
public. Sometimes there have been no responses to a call for 
bids, or only a single response. 

Hence, competitive bidding may not occur; many contracts 
are negotiated. Although the majority of contracts are for 1 
year, often contracts are renewed without seeking new bids. 
It is alleged that some firms "low-ball" their first bids, mean
ing they offer an initial price below what they would have to 
charge in the long run to be profitable ( 4). In this way, they 
establish market position and can raise prices later. 

However, it is argued that free entry to the market poses 
the threat of potential competition, which forces a monopoly 
to act in a competitive manner. Morlok stated that "there 
need not be overt competition between prospective service 
producers to provide the pressure necessary to keep costs low. 
All that is necessary is the possibility that another firm could 
enter the market if the present producer became inefficient" 
(16,p.56). 
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COMPARISON OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COSTS 

There have been many studies comparing the costs of transit 
services operated by public agencies and private companies. 
It is difficult to make fair comparisons because so many factors 
vary. As Teal noted, " Only in the case where a private op
erator replaces or is a substitute for public agency operation 
of an entire public transportation service can any precision 
be attached to cost savings" (9,p.32). This case is rare ; many 
comparisons involve different cities or different routes. Al
though the costs of private firms are known from contracts, 
it is much harder to determine public agency costs for indi
vidual routes that are only part of a system. Often, these are 
estimated from cost allocation models that involve consid
erable uncertainty. 

There are systematic biases that can mask the comparison 
of public versus private. Costs tend to be lower in small cities 
than in large metropolitan areas, partly because wage rates 
are lower. Generally unit costs are lower for small systems 
than large ones; there do not appear to be economies of scale 
in bus operation (16). The private operations are small to 
medium-sized; all of the large systems in the country are 
public. 

Teal has probably collected the most data on comparative 
costs. In one paper, he concluded that "private sector con
tracting can produce cost savings of 15 to 60 percent" (9,p.28) . 
For all-day, fixed-route bus systems, he found that private 
contractors achieved savings ranging from 22 to 54 percent . 
For commuter bus services, private contractors had cost 
advantages ranging from 25 to 58 percent. For demand
responsive service for the general public, the cost savings were 
around 50 percent, with one exception. 

Later, Teal conducted a national mail survey of public tran
sit sponsors which yielded more than 800 responses (10). About 
35 percent of the agencies contracted for at least part of their 
service. The survey revealed small differences between av
erage public and private costs; for small systems (up to 50 
vehicles), private costs were less than 10 percent lowt:r. For 
medium-sized systems, cost advantages of private firms ranged 
from 9 to 23 percent. 

Morlok reviewed several studies and concluded that "those 
cases in which competitive bidding was used resulted in private 
firms being able to produce the transit service at a lower 
cost-typically about 50 percent less-than the public re
gional authority could" (16,p.56). He noted that some private 
firms with noncompetitive contracts were more expensive than 
public agencies. 

In New York City, six private companies operate local bus 
service, primarily in Queens. Researchers at Columbia Uni
versity studied these firms and compared them with the TA. 
They found that "The private companies as a group are con
sistently more efficient and more cost-effective than the 
NYCTA. In 1984, operating cost per vehicle-mile for the 
privates was 76 percent of the TA level, while the privates 
obtained 74 percent more vehicle-miles per employee hour" 
(17,p.562). 

Rosenbloom has done extensive research on transportation 
services for the elderly and handicapped, an area in which 
private firms have been active for many years. She found that 
cost per trip spans a wide range both for private and public 
providers and there is considerable overlap (18). 
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WHY PRIVATE COSTS ARE LOWER 

Thus there is considerable evidence that private firms can 
supply transit services at lower cost than public agencies. 
Whether this outcome is desirable, as advocates of privati
zation see it, depends on why private costs are lower. There 
has been little research designed to probe the reasons why 
private firms have lower costs and to measure their impacts. 

Critics of privatization have suggested that the cost com
parisons are specious. Sclar et al. ( 4) argued that there is a 
bias because the fully allocated costs of a public system are 
compared with the incremental costs of a private firm for 
operating one or a few routes. The public costs include over
head, administration, planning, etc ., whereas the private costs 
do not. 

Another argument is that private firms lower the quality of 
service. Teal noted that, "the fact that negative experiences 
do occur gives credence to the belief of many transit managers 
that service quality can be a problem in contracting" (9,p.35) . 
Hence the public agency should carefully specify quality stan
dards in contracts and monitor performance of private firms. 
This extra effort means that the private firms' costs are not 
the full costs of contracting. 

These points are valid, but they cannot explain all of the 
large cost differences reported. Undoubtedly, some private 
companies do manage better than public agencies. Here are 
some examples: (a) private firms use smaller vehicles (mini
buses and vans) that are sufficient for low demand, whereas 
a transit authority may have only full-sized buses available; 
(b) the privates spend less on spare parts (federal aid makes 
it attractive for public agencies to stock parts); (c) the privates 
schedule their workforce more efficiently, paying less over
time and keeping fewer operators on standby; and (d) private 
firms use part-time workers much more than public agencies. 

It appears that many private firms have lower overhead. In 
part, this is because they tend to be small enterprises, and 
evidence suggests there are diseconomies of scale in bus sys
tems. It is often alleged that public agencies are swollen bu
reaucracies with redundant staff, and it may be true. Whatever 
the reason, private companies seem to have fewer employees 
who are not engaged in the actual delivery of transportation 
services. 

Political interference raises costs in some public transit sys
tems. In particular, proposals to reduce service often generate 
neighborhood protests that reach the ears of elected officials. 
Transit authority boards of directors are frequently political 
appointees who are sensitive to such reactions. In addition, 
there are patronage jobs at some transit agencies. 

However, the major reason why private costs are lower is 
that the workers receive less income. Transit service is labor
intensive; nationally, labor costs (including fringe benefits) 
made up 72 percent of operating costs in 1988 (2). Despite 
publicity about energy costs , they account for less than 10 
percent of operating costs. The main way to reduce total costs 
is to cut labor costs. As Rosenbloom noted, "Some of the 
current cost advantages enjoyed by private providers are sim
ply a result of lower labor costs and not more efficient man
agement or production" (18,p.44). 

The private companies achieve lower labor costs mainly 
because they use nonunion labor, pay lower wages, and offer 
fewer benefits . For example, ous drivers for the Kansas City 
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Area Transportation Authority, who have a union , get a top 
scale of $13.07 per hour. In nearby Johnson County, Kansas, 
where a private firm supplies the service and there is no union, 
the maximum wage is $7.00 an hour. According to a Florida 
union official, private firms "can hire people easily for half 
the price that they pay our people" (14,p.68). 

The presence or absence of unions may be the significant 
factor, rather than whether the enterprise is public or private. 
What is needed to clarify the issue is a 2 x 2 table comparing 
union versus nonunion as well as public versus private. Be
cause almost all public transit agencies have unions, the cell 
for public, nonunion systems would be virtually empty. 

That workers at some private transit companies do have 
unions is especially true of older companies that escaped the 
transition to public ownership. The spread of transit unions 
occurred in the era when the transit industry was mostly in 
the private sector. But today, private company locals are small 
and weak compared to those at large public transit authorities. 
A union that can severely disrupt the daily travel pattern of 
a major metropolis is to be feared; one that controls a minor 
bus service has little clout. 

Although there has been no national comparison of transit 
labor costs , there is one relevant study. Peterson et al. (19) 
collected data on transit worker compensation in eight met
ropolitan areas (Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los An
geles, New York, Seattle, and Washington) . This sample was 
not systematic, but these areas contained 35 percent of public 
bus operators in the country and 95 percent of rail operators. 
The study showed that on the average, the compensation level 
(wages plus fringe benefits) for unionized bus drivers at pri
vate companies was 21 percent less than for public agency bus 
drivers. Compensation for nonunionized bus drivers at private 
companies was 45 percent lower than for drivers at public 
systems. 

In the Boston area, 16 private companies as well as the 
MBTA offer bus service. In 1988, the maximum hourly wage 
for an MBTA bus driver was $14.63. Nine private companies 
with unions paid drivers an average top wage of $10.00 per 
hour. The average for seven private companies without unions 
was $8.79. 

Lower labor costs stem from differences in fringe benefits 
and work rules as well as hourly wage rates. Herzenberg (20) 
did a detailed cost analysis of 12 MBT A bus routes that were 
considered good candidates for privatization. She concluded 
that the MBTA could save about $12,000 a day by contracting 
with private firms to provide drivers and maintenance (this is 
equivalent to at least $3 million a year) . The total was broken 
down as follows: $2,000 to $4,000 from the difference in basic 
wage rates, $3,700 from fringe benefits, $1 ,400 from work 
rules, and $3,000 to $4,000 from maintenance labor costs . 

The New York case mentioned earlier is interesting because 
all of the private companies were unionized and their wage 
rates were close to what the transit authority paid. Even so, 
the private firms had much lower labor costs, largely because 
of work rules; they did not pay penalties for split shifts, re
sulting in a 30 percent saving in operator costs (17). 

THE IMPACT ON TRANSIT WORKERS 

Most writers on privatization realize that cost reductions result 
from lower wages and using nonunion workers , but many see 
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no objection to this. Some argue that the private company 
workers are satisfied because they might not have jobs other
wise, and there are compensating advantages. Morlok (16) 
suggested several reasons why employees of small private 
firms might be content with their situation: 

1. "Workers seem willing to trade off the increased rec
ognition of their work and importance of their position in a 
smaller firm for somewhat lower wages." 

2. "There is probably less chance of a labor-management 
agreement in small firms specifying regulations that lead to 
some workers being paid for time during which no work is 
performed. In a small firm, there tends to be a lack of ano
nymity among workers, and workers in jobs that require a 
full effort would be aware and resentful of other workers with 
an easy job or nothing to do." 

3. "Firms that are successful in keeping wages low seem to 
choose their workers carefully. Often they try to hire persons 
who want to work part time only and who are not the main 
breadwinners for their families." 

With regard to the last point, a study of part-time operators 
at public transit agencies found that the majority would prefer 
full-time work (7). It was expected that most part-timers would 
be college students , retirees, or mothers of young children 
who wanted permanent part-time work. Instead, most were 
people unable to find any full-time jobs. The supply of part
time workers responded to the economic cycle; it went up 
when the unemployment rate was high, and down when it 
was low. Possibly, private firms do better at recruiting people 
who truly want part-time work, but it is not proven. 

Others believe that unionized transit workers are overpaid 
and get extravagant benefits. Transit operators are semiskilled 
blue-collar workers ; there are no education requirements and 
their training is brief. However, they bear a sizable respon
sibility for public safety and their work is not easy . It is difficult 
to determine fair wages by comparing with other occupations. 
Peterson et al. (19) fouml Lhal in Lhe eight metropolitan areas 
they studied, on the average public bus drivers received com
pensation 5 percent greater than public elementary school 
teachers, but 20 percent less than police officers. 

Some investigators have pointed disparagingly to the high 
absenteeism record of public transit workers. Fielding (21) 
claimed that private transit companies have less absenteeism, 
and this is a major reason for their lower costs. Most transit 
labor contracts impose a waiting period before workers re
ceive any sick pay, and then they must submit a doctor's 
confirmation . It is common for transit workers to take unpaid 
days off; this procedure is positively correlated with the avail
ability of overtime (22). 

Absenteeism stems at least in part from occupational health 
hazards. In a review of numerous studies , Long and Perry 
found that, "transit operators appear to be more susceptible 
to health disorders such as hypertension, gastrointestinal dis
orders, nervous disorders, and back problems than a variety 
of occupational groups" (22 ,p.257). · Major factors contrib
uting to stress are exposure to violence, dealing with difficult 
passengers, and pressure to keep to schedule in congested 
traffic. 

Some regard privatization as a way to break the power of 
transit unions and force concessions. Schwieterman and Scho-
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fer recommended that "government should use the presence· 
of the private sector as a basis for strengthening its bargaining 
position with organized labor and contract carriers. Efforts 
to modernize work rules, eliminate featherbedding, allow split
shifts and other cost containment measures should be inten
sified" (23 ,p.36). 

Transit privatization has also occurred in Britain, which 
deregulated all local bus services outside Greater London in 
1986. According to Gomez-Ibanez and Meyer, "The clearest 
losers from deregulation so far have been unionized local bus 
workers since they have suffered reductions in both their wage 
and premium rates and in the levels of total employment" 
(24,p.93). 

Some believe the situation is temporary; eventually em
ployees of private transit firms will form unions and their 
wages will go up . This process is uncertain. Teal commented, 
"the prospects for organizing the employees of the private 
contractor are not particularly bright, as a policy of compet
itive procurement of services will favor private companies with 
low-to-moderate wages" (5 ,p.11). That is, companies that pay 
higher wages won't get much business. 

The transit unions have indeed secured substantial wage 
increases and other henefits for their members in the past 25 
years. It is debatable whether these benefits should be cur
tailed. It may seem appealing to achieve efficiency by elim
inating work rules that invoke penalties for split shifts. But 
split shifts are unpleasant; there may be a span of 13 hours 
between first reporting to work and finally leaving for the 
day. It is reasonable that some financial compensation be 
given for working under undesirable conditions. 

The welfare of transit workers should be a matter of public 
concern. For one thing, there are increasing proportions of 
blacks, Hispanics , and women in the transit labor force. The 
issues about privatization involve ethics and equity, not just 
efficiency and economy. One important issue is whether pri
vate firms are taking advantage of their employees. 

This topic deserves more research. There should be a com
prehensive comparison of public and private transit operators 
with regard to basic wage rates, fringe benefits, work rules 
(including premium payments), and use of part-time workers. 
Also needed is investigation of the quality of work life for 
employees of private transit firms. Evidence on this could 
come from surveys and interviews, but also from data on 
attrition, absenteeism, on-the-job injuries, grievances , and 
attempts to organize unions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There are advantages in encouraging private firms to enter 
the transit business. In some cases, they do operate services 
more efficiently, probably because they are less affected by 
bureaucratic and political constraints. There is no compelling 
reason why public transit authorities should be monopolies , 
although they should be given the opportunity to coordinate 
private services with their own operations. The existence of 
private competitors should stimulate transit authorities to im
prove their marketing and management. Some of the cost
saving measures used by private companies could be adopted 
by public agencies . 

The reason for the cost savings reported for private firms 
needs more thorough study. The savings may have been 
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achieved largely at the expense of transit workers. Herzenberg 
framed the issue well: "Policy makers deciding whether or 
not to subcontract private operators to provide drivers and 
maintenance services should understand that, in doing so, 
they are implying that the wages and working conditions for 
MBT A drivers are less reasonable than those for private com
pany drivers" (20,p.130). 

The role of labor unions is an important aspect of priva
tization that has been neglected. A policy on privatization 
implies a position on unions. Those who favor collective bar
gaining should be skeptical about privatization. Those who 
think unions have achieved too much power should find pri
vatization agreeable. In either case, the existence of unions 
is a fact of life that transit policy makers cannot ignore. 

More important is the question whether privatization leads 
to exploitation of transit workers. Transit subsidies are often 
justified on the grounds that they redistribute income to the 
disadvantaged. Privatization shifts some of the burden for this 
from the general taxpaying public to those individuals who 
are employed in the transit industry (and who themselves may 
be poor, female, or minority). 

There is reason to fear that private firms exploit their work
ers by paying them less than the public authorities and offering 
less desirable working conditions. This topic deserves further 
research. If it is true, and privatization is to continue, then 
legislators should consider arranging some protection for the 
employees of private transit companies. 
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